
Goal in a Bottle

  

  

  

  

 

Supplies:  

1.  Bottles (plastic or glass) (1 per girl)
2.  Sand (or blue balloons)
3.  Small seashells (must be small enough to 
�t through neck of bottle you are using)
4.  “Altogether Awesome Goals Inside” 
clip art (1 label per girl) (print 
sheet of 24 on adhesive stock)
5.  “Goal in a Bottle Note” clip art (1 per girl) 
(Prints 2-sided, regular paper, 2 per sheet).
6.  Ribbon or yarn (Two 12” pieces per girl)
7.  Scissors to cut out clip art and to cut yarn
8.  Pens, pencils or markers to �ll in goals
9.  Goal Budget Worksheet (separate �le)

1.  Invite girls to make a list of goals for using 
their cookie proceeds, and develop a plan and 
budget for reaching them, using the
Goal Budget worksheet.
2.  Write your goals on the 
“My Goals” paper, roll it up 
and tie it with ribbon/yarn.
3.  Place the “Altogether Awesome Goals Inside” 
sticker on the bottle.
4.  Place an inch of sand inside the bottle with 
three to �ve seashells (OR cut the neck o� a 
large blue balloon and stretch the remaining 
part over the base of the bottle to give it the 
appearance of  “water”)
5.  Put the rolled up goal paper inside the 
bottle and secure the bottle with the cap
6.  Decorate the neck of the bottle with ribbon, 
yarn or string.

These goals won’t be lost at sea!  Capture 
inspiring goals and tuck them safely inside a 
beach-themed bottle to create a memento 
with a mystique that will keep cookie sellers 
of all ages on track and motivated.

Check out “Goal Setting 1A” and “Money Management 3A”  in the Cookie Activity Pin requirements to 
see how this activity might help you complete the requirements.  Daisies- explore how this activity might 
satisfy Step 1 of the Talk it Up leaf.  Juniors - explore how this activity might satisfy Step 1 of the Cookie 
CEO badge.  Cadettes - explore how this activity might satisfy Step 1 of the Think Big badge

Roll up your goals or pop a photo of your 
goal inside the bottle for visual inspiration.  

Serve water in plastic 
bottles, and then 
repurpose them on 
the spot for this 
activity!
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Goal in a Bottle Note Prints two-sided with “My 
Goals” page on the back.



 

My goal is to sell ______________ boxes, so that we can 
__________________________________________________________________

(troop activity goal)
and 

_________________________________________________________________.
(troop service goal)

 

My goal is to sell ______________ boxes, so that we can 
__________________________________________________________________

(troop activity goal)
and 

_________________________________________________________________.
(troop service goal)


